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In his book, The Coleridge Companion, ~ohn 

Ispencer Mill has conveniently collected and condensed 

themes of the many critical interpretations of "The Rime of 

the Ancient Marine~.· The interpretations are varied. "For 

Isome, it was a religious or ethical poem; for others, it was 
I 

Is psychoiogical, even autobiographical study of guilt and 

terro~; ·andforstill others, it was concerned with 

Ifphilosophic, or aesthetic theory, or politics" (Hill 155). 

No matter which end of the spectrum we begin to interpret 

the p~e~j one thing is certaih: among critics Coleridge's 

work cannat be pinned to one clear analysis. 

Perhaps, thi.s inability. to pin down a strict 

" 1/interpretation of the Blme is a compliment to and an 


accomplishment of Coleridge's genius, especially when 


Iconsidering his theory of pure imagination and.his theory of 

lithe "One Life." Perhaps no· one interpretation can explain 

~he Rim~since each critical interpretation is only a part 

of the deeper reality of the poem. Each analysis is symbolic 

to the parts of the whole meaning of the poem, the ·One 

ILife." Charles Lamb, a contemporary of Coleridge's, said 

"that the poem is not about anything; it is a work of pure 

imagination to be experienced but not plundered for meaning, 

a poem to be 'understood' only when understanding is 

suspended and the rationalizing powers of the mind are 
, 

I asleep" (Hill, 162). 


I If we are to 190 k at Coleridge's "The Rime of the 
. I . 
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·One Life," the poem is certainly not about anything; but 

instead, it is a poe~ about "everything." I will attempt to 

bring to light another aspect of this "everything." There 

are two aspects of the poem, which I w'ill discuss. The first 

concerns the role of the wedding ceremony as a juxtapostion 

of the Rime; and the ,second concerns the the theme of 

covenant within the Rime. Both discussions rely on 

Coleridge's conception of the nOne Life. u 

"In the climate of diversity there is one crucial point 

of agreement; all concur that whatever Coleridge touches he 

transmutes; whatever he borrows or imitates, from earlier 

,writers is transformed .... into something rich and strange" 

(Hill 147). Certainly, Coleridge's diverse intellectual 

interests and diverse background gives account for the many 

,l II 
diverse interpretations of the Bime. Among the many aspects 

~ N 	 ' 
which influence the Rime is Coleridge's study of Scripture. 

The understanding of covenant within Scripture is exemplifed 

in the Psalter. 

Within the Books of the Old Testament, there lies a 

Ii	rich and deep poetic texts which enrich our understanding of 

a peoples historical and more importantly, their spiritual 

journey. These text are known as the Psalms. The Psalms 

recall for us the events of the ~ewish community'S spiritual 

progress which takes. place within the ordinary or natural 

course of life while being intermingled with the 

supernatural. hThe theme of the Old Testament Covenant 

Festival," found within the Psalter, "1s the continually 
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renewed encount·er of God with the people which has as its 

fihal aim the renewal of the Sinai covenant and of the 

salvation it promised" (Sabourin 127). Moreover, the Psalms 

are a recollection of God's covenant with man. In the 

context of covenant,the psalms collectivej.ly speak of toRan's 

sinfulness, his guilt and remorse, and his eventual 

\ II . 
redemption. ~he RiMe resemble this type of spiritual 

progression. 

"The Psalter" has "been called a 'microcosm of th~ 

whole Old Testament' or 'the epitome of Israel's spiritual 

experience'" (Sab~urin25). These experiences are grouped 

into subtypes. These subtypes express different moods and 

occasions in which the individual or community acknowledged 

some aspect of covenant with God. The subtypes are 

Enthronement Hymns, Songs of Zion, Laments, Songs of Trust 

Thanksgiving, Hymns of Sacred History, Royal Psalms, WisdOM 

Psalms and ~n particular for this analysis, "Liturgies," 

mixed types that were composed for some special cultic 

occasion. Thes~ rn~xed types .were ex~res.ion of. various 

sentiments "in the course of the same festival" (Sabourin 

37). One presumed cultic occasion is an ~nhual ~erem~ny .for. 

renewing th~ covenant" (Oxfbrd Annotated Bible.65G). 

It is the liturgical Psal~ which best iden~ifies w~th 

"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner~ Cultic ~psalms may 

consist of parts belonging to different form iypes~ hymns, 

praise, and lamentations. This variety may.corr.*pond to the 

liturgical setting" (Sabourin 37). In·the "orthodox 
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Christian'progressi"on" of the poem "from sin and the 

recognition of,sin, thro~gh repentance and punishment, to' 

such redem~tiona~ is,possib~e in the world" (Hill 155), 

there l~ a prog~~ssion ofmixedtyp~s that corr_spond and 


'I express,the differentsenti,ments of a spiritual journey 


!Within the poem. 


" /1 ' ,The R~me resembles the Liturgical Psalm sin6e it is 

also expressed within the context of a cultic occasion. 

·Cult or ritual may be defined as the SOCially established 

I and regulated holy acts and words in whibh th~ ~ncounter and 

I,communion o~the Deity with,the congregation i~ established" 

11 (Sabourin 34). The .cultic occasion Withl~ the poem, the 

wedding ceremony, is the covenant made between man and 

woman. But more importantly, it, expresses symb6lically a 

fuller reality, a covenant with God. The wedding ceremony is 

juxtaposed to~theRimJ~ Though two different events occuring 

simultaneousiy, \he 'Rime" and 'the wedding, symbolically 

represent a covenant with God within the poem. The wedding 

ceremony is not mentioned in depth. In fact, it is only 

referred to since it is the wedding guest that the Mariner 

detains from the wedding ceremony in order to tell his 

story_ While the details of the wedding ceremony 'are not 

explicit, it is the occurance of the ceremony which is 

significant. UEv~ry year perhaps Israel celebrates a fea.t 

of the covenant; or more simply, every important feast has 

this significance" (Sabourin 132). This would not only be a 

time of making covenant but of renewing 6~venant as well. 



The cultic calebrstion grants the Mariner the opportunity to 

renew his covenant by retelling his Rime. 

Lines 21-22, "The Ship was cheered, the harbour 

cleared, Merrily did we drop ..... , corresponds with lines 

33-34, The bride hath passed into the halll Red as a Rose 

was she." Both events speak of movement. While, it is clear 

that the Bride is moving towards the marriage covenant; a 

committment of obedience and fidelity, it is unclear what 

the Marin.er is moving toward, until the end of the poem. In 

fa.ct, it seems that the mariner is moving away from 
,'" }I 

covenant. This seems to indioate that the Rime~ although a 

story about covenant, is taken from the perspective of 

eXile, where the individual makes a return to the covenant. 

"The cult festival," in this case the wedding ceremony, uis 

better understood in the conte~t of a pilgrimage to Zion

(Sabourin 127). 

Equally significant in showing the juxtaposition within 

r 
the Rime

1/ 
and the Wedding cerentony~ is the r'elstionship of 

the wedding party and the detained wedding guest. Both play 

an important role within the poem. As the wedding party, 

they are witnesses to the covenant which is taking place. 

They are also part of the covenant since as witnesses they 

must have an understanding of the ritual that is taking 

place. They must have a mutual acceptance and agreement of 

what the ritual symbolizes. 

The witnesses must not only view and understand the 

ritual. They'must also incorporate what they understand into 
~=-=-===-=-=-==~-~===-=-=-.===================== 
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ijthe values of their own lives. This makes the wedding party 

as much a part of the covenant as the Bride and Groom. 

Like the wedding party, the detained_wedding guest is 

also a representitivB o~ the community. The individual or 

I 	"the 'I' of the psalms rarely or never represent a private 

individual ... the 'I' is the community" (Sabourin 114). As 

representative of the community, he must follow the same 

guidelines as those who witness the wedding ceremony. As a 
~ II 

witness to the Rime, the wedding guest is witnessed the 


symbolism of the wedding ceremony. Furthermore, in a very 


unique way, the wedding guest is a part of the community 

ilbecause he is "next of kin." This emphasizes the intimacy o'f 

the community as one family; as one people. 

Continuing from line 40 to 61, the poem r~fers.to the 

\ spiritual struggle due t~ a lack of trust in God's ability 

to save man. The imagery takes a dramatic shift from the 

Imerriment and. zealousness of a journey which has just been 


undertaken by the imagery of storm, "tyrannous and strong," 


Generally, any type of storm on the sea is connoted by the 


~ 	 Ngender "She." In Coleridge's poem, ~the Storm Blast is 

represehted by "He" which dri~es the ship into a sphere of 

I~ce, mist and snow: Coleridge uses the term "He" to express 

~vil which leads the community of believers into a struggle 

~hiCh eventually deprives them from the warmth of God's 
! 

ove. The manifestation of the storm is a metaphor for the 

,-nternal str~gglewith this evil. ·Using a physical voyage 

I s structural scaffolding for spiritual 
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exploration ... Coler~dge's miniature epic in which the cycle 

of departure and return is a metaphor for spiritual growth 

land where the setting and events of the story give substance 

to the inner realities of the Mariner's ... mind" (HIll 151). 

The albatross can be interpreted as asalvific figure. 

The crew, (community), "hail" the bird "in God's Name. 

Since the albatross failed to work at the level of man's own 

will (Much like Jesus who failed to bring about the kingdom 

in the manner that the Jews expected), the Mariner, the "I" 

representing the community estranges himself from a 

relationship with God. The community's severing of this 

relationship, (covenant), is exemplified by the murder of 

the albaross. 

In Part II of \he Rime~ the ramifications of- the 

community's estrangement through the "I" is seen. The 

fickleness of the human character is clear, especially in 

regard toward man's dependance of his own power to overcome 

evil rather than relying on a Divine Power to save him. 

"For the Biblical writers, only God truly saves. Isolated or 

collectively, human forces could not save" (Sabourin 85). 

The crew called the murder of the albatross a "hellish act" 

Isince it was the albatross that lead the crew out of the ice 

land snow. The community then hails th~ the mariner for 

Ikillin~ the bi~d because they had accused the bird of 

bringing the mist, but they>had already forgotten that the 

bird had lead ~hem out of the ice and snow. 

The crew tu~ned from the albatross by the mere fact 

I 



Thethat it had not comp~ete~y fu~filled their desires. 

turning away or "more generally sin is considered bY,Old 

Testament writers as a refusal of God. as a ,rebellion 

against him, as a breaking of communj.on between .Yahweh and a 

member of the covenant" (Sabourin 107). This rejection leads 

the community into the most dramatic and ironic movement of 

the poem. 

In man's rejection of God, "the sinner's conduct does 

no harm to God but falls back upon 'the s,inner I s own head~ 

(Sabourin 48). For the mariner, alienation and guilt are his 

reward for rejecting the albatross. In many of the psalms 

which speak of a~nation from God, the Jewish community 

used the imagery of the desert, an environment w1th which 

they were accustomed, to express the estrangeMent frOM their 

Creator. Although Coleridge uses the analogy of the Sea 

Voyage to represent the Christian spiritual journey, he 

creates a desert experience within the midst of a plentitude 

of water. "Water water· everywhere/ and all the boards did 

shrink.' Water, water everywhere/ and not a drop to drink." 

Water'the source of life, now becomes a "dry and desolate 

land" of the psalms. "The silence of the sea ... Every tongue 1 

through utter drought was withered to the root .•. throats 

unslaked, with black lips baked ••. through utter drought all 

dumb we stood ... Each throat was parched ,and glazed each 

eye." Furthermore in this moment of a~ienation, the 

finitude of man is discovered in Death. Spiritual Death is 

recognized through Life-in-Oeath. 
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8 Y J.ine 232, .we are int r:oduced to the ma""iner~ 


recognition of his alienation and abandonment from God • 


. "Alone, _lone, all, all alOne! Alone on a wide wide sea!1 

And never· a saint took pity 'on/My soul in agony." .With th~ 

recognition of' a.l{e\tlnation comes the reality of' guilt, "The 

look with which they looked on mel Had never passed away," 

"But Oh! more horrible than that lIs the curse in a dead 

man's eye"; and remorse, "I looked to heaven and I tried to 

pray." But here the mariner is still unable to pray because 

he still rejects ,the power of God. He believes that the dead 

man's curse wields more power than that of God's power. In 

his. book, The Psalms: Their Origins and Meaning, Sabourin 

express that: 

"According to ancient opinion, all words were 

powerful in proportion to the power of the 

speaker: evil ~ord~, curses,abus8, 'th~eats, 

sneers, 'the evil eye" .... in the eyes of the 

Israelites and of all other anc~ent o~ientalsJ all 

such things were powerful. and would do harm to the 

soul and happiness of' those against whom they ere 

directed~ (Sabourin 157). 

The mariner can pray only when he realizes the beauty 

of' God's creation and praises it. "The mariner's act'of 

blessing the water snakes is both a turnin~-point and climax 

of the.poem" (Hill 152). With this action, we see that the 

mariner i,9 forgiven; this being a movment ;towards a re.newal 

w~th God.· This rerlewal is. actualized in the symbolic' act of' 



I 

::: 

-~oo Ilth:=:1batrosS falling from the mariners neck as soon as he 

was able.to pray. 


In part V, with the burden of guilt removed, the 


II mariner finds himself in a state of renewal and refreshment_ 

The paradoxical imagery of the desert experience amidst the 

surround.ings of ws·ter is dissolved. Water now becomes the 

primary image o'f life-giving substance. "My lips were wet, 

my throat was cold,/My garments all were dank;/sure I had 

drunken in my dreams,/And still my body drank.- What takes 

Iplace is a throrough cleansing in which the mariner is 

released from the bonds of sin; causing him to feel light as 

a "Blessed Ghost." 

After this renewal through water~ comes the wind (the 

Spirit of God) to guide the mariner. "And soon I heard a 
I 

roaring wind": "And the coming wind did roar moreloud. H 

With the coming of the wi,nd, the subj ugation of the 

forces of nature and the supernatual by the Divine force' is 

realized. Most importantly the subordination 01' the the 

forces of evil by the Angel~c spirits is achieved. "Not only 

nor primarily the hosts of Israel, but the stars and 

heavenly powers t'oo, and indeed all. the cosmic forces are 

IUnder ~Od'S cOmMand~ (Sabourin 134). It is this wind which 

I	propells ,the ship at an unconcievable rate. This symbolizes 

the eagerness of God to' draw us unto Himself. The wind 

drive~ the~ship back 'to the place of its origin; back to the 

true community; a symbol of the covenant. 

The mariner rejoices in the fact that he has returned 
=------=--=--=:ti=== 



to his homeland, His recognition of his country parallels 

(~eruselm)?1 is this the kirk (temple)?1 Is this mine own 


countree?" 


As the mariner returns to his country, he is met by 


members of the community who recieve him onto their boat. 

I This is a sign of -~fraternal unity and concord" that "was 

II recommended in the Old Testament a: a sure means of 

Iproviding temp~ral blessing and tempo~al happiness" 

~(o;sulil1van 225). ~he hermit 1s ~n the boat. His presence 

seems to symbolize a high priest of the temple who dispenses 

the laws and ritu.ls of the covenant. As an inst~tutional 

figure, ~he hermit is able-to absolve the mariner of his 

sins. This is an act which is symbolic to the action which 

has ~lready taken place~ "The existence of outward signs 

does not necessarily make the religious experience less 

'spiritual'; it only serves to reinforce the experience" 

I(Sabourin 108). In a sense, this is the mariner presentation 

before the high priest which is part of the cleansing rite 

within the ~ewish Law. 

The boat in which the mariner first sailed, sinks; and 

he enters into the boat with the members of the community. 

This is a sign of the renewal of covenant. "Salvation 

history knows no return, only continuation" (Sabourin 138). 



11\1 .ss--1-2 

The sinking of the sh1p and the entrance onto the boat is a 

break between the· old and new. It is the sign of God's 

forgiveness and the complete r.emoval of sin. While there is 

a return to covenant, it is not the same relatirinship that 

the mariner had experienced before he had sinned. It is a 

new relationship established within the covenant. 

This is the point of departure. ~he Rim~'is finished 

and returns to the scene in which the ~ariner had stopped 

the wedding guest. It is at the same time that the m~riner 

\. 1/
finishes'the Rime~ the wedding party "burst from the door." 

Each charac~er has renewed their covenant. The mariner 

didactically speaks; expressing the importance of the 

community and coven.nt in reference to the wedding ceremony. 

"0 sweeter. than the marr'iage feast, I tis sweeter far to me, I 

to w~lk together to the kirkl With goodly company.- For the 

mariner, it is the assembling of the cOmMunity that is 

impor~ant; the ritual is significant but secondary. 

Kno~ the wise mariner~ "whose eye is bright,· leaves the 

wedding' guest with profound. words to live by; words that <lr's 

the essence of the covenant; "He prsyeth best, who loveth 

best/All things both 9~eat and smalll For the dear God who 

loveth usl He m~de and loveth all." 

In light of this analysis of "The Rime of the Anc1ent 

Mariner:....." how does the marr·isg8 ceremony, the theme of 

ucovenant and the concept of the "One Life interrelate in 

the poem? Within the analysis~ it seeMS clear that the 

marriage ceremony is one symbolic act among many acts which 
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express a deeper reality; a covenant between God and man. 

The underlying theme of covenant within "The Rime of the 

Ancient Marine~~ underscores Coleridge's conception OT the 

·One Life." The covenant and the ·One Life M are ~nitive by 

nature. Both seek this unity through the use of symbols in 

the poem. 

J. 	Robert Barth notes: 

Symbol for Coleridge, "is characterized by a 

translucence of the Special in the Individual, 

(the community represented by the 'I'). or of the 

General in the Especial, (covenant within the 

wedding ceremony) or of the Eternal through and in 

the Temporal, (God in nature>_ It always partakes 

of the Reality which it renders intelligible: and 

while it enunciates the whole, abides itself as a 

living part in that Unity, of which it is the 

representive U (Barth 4). 

It is a mark then of the SYMbol to illuminate what would be 

otherwise impossible to commprenend. The function Of~~ 

~e/las well as the function of the wedding cereMony within 

the poem accomplishes such a task. Through symbol, the world 

beyond the grasp of the visible eye is seen. »Through the 

cult ... , the power of the Holy, its life or blessing, are 

bestowed upon the partakers, and a relationship is 

established or renewed between them and the deity_ The 

'fact of salvation' 1s actualized in the cult symbolically 

re-presented by a .'dramatic' re-enactment ~f the pa9t~ 



~~====~==============================================~~$~~~~~~=== 
(Sabourin 35). This re-enactment is actualized by the 

,,-' I'
retelling of Mariner's Rime. While it goes beyond the 

physical, symbol, unlike allegory, is not seperate from wha~ 

it represents. It is not one event merely refering to 

another ev~nt. It is part of the deeper reality to be 
~ JI 

perceived. In the case of the Rime, the deeper reality is 

the covenant between God and man. A relationship betw'8en 

symbol. and the reality to which the symbol pOints must 

exist. If such a relationship does not exist, than the human 

person is incapable of grasping a deeper awareness of 

himself or anything outside of himself', visible or 

inviSible. 

Coleridge saw as well, that the symbol is the unifiying 

force to all reality. In a letter to Sout~eb" Coleridge 

expresses, "that each Thing has a Life of its own, and yet 

they are all one life" (Swiatecka 4). What is it that allows 

Coleridge to make such an assertion that given any reality, 

all other realities are connected to 1.t whether material. or 

spiritual? The answer lies within Coleridge's conoept of 

·consubstantiality.G 

The concept of hconsubstantialityU is derived from the 

traditional philo.o~hical conception of the "partiCipation" 

f all being. This concept allows every being to share in 

"being" from God to the lowest of finite creatures. Withi.n 

he conte~t of ~pnstibstantialit'J we finally see the 

'mportanceof imagination for Coleridge. "Coleridge speaks 

f the. faculty of imagination as: 



'that reconciling and m~diatory power, which 

incorporating the Reason in Images of the Sense, 

and organizing (as it were) the flux of the Senses 

by the permanence and self-circling energies of 

the Reason, gives birth to a system of symbol, 

harmonious in themselves, and consubstantial with 

the truths, of which they are the conductors" 

(Barth 6). 

This statement not only pertained to the reading of 

Scripture which Coleridge presented in the StatesMmn's 

Manual but pertained to all of Nature. 

For Coleridge, the imagination was the symbol-making 

faculty which unifies; and what it unifies is limitless. 

What is produced from this symbol-making faculty is never a 

.. new. creation entirely. It It is a power which blen(lh~ and 

fuses and·,. 

"reveals itself in the balance or reconc1liat~on 

of OpPQs~teor discordant qualities: o~ sameness, 

with difference; of the general, with the 

concrete; the idea, with the image; the 

individual, with the representative; the sense of 

novelty and freshness, with old and fa~iliar 

objects; a more than usual state of emotion 9 with 

more than usual order; judgement ever awake and 

steady self-possession, with enthusiasm and 

feeling profound or vehs~ent; and while it blends 

and harmonizes the natural and the artificial, 
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still subordinates art to nature; the manner to 

the matter; and our admiration of the poet to our 

sympathy with the poetryP (BL, II, xiv 12). 

The power of the imagination along with the 

characteritics already mentioned about symbolism, "the 

translucene of the Special in the Individual •.. the Eternal 

through and in the Temporal," developes the realization·that 

the symbol permeates and penetrates through the existence of 

man and his world; "diffusing a tone and spirit of unity" 

which fuses all things together. But how is this unity, 

this one life percieved? Implicitly, the·unders1:anding of 

symbol and its relationship with the ·One Life" in 

Coleridge's writings is a religousaot. ~Reli9ion occupies 

the whole man, and the religious life is accordingly 

influenced by sense impressions c.a..lled forth by symbolic· 

actions" (Sabourin 108). 

For Colerid9~, all knowledge is from God; even within 

the developMent of the concept of Consubstantiality. 

Initially, the word, was meant to express the highest unity 

and participation of the Son and Spirit with God the Fa.ther 

while still mainta.ining that each person of the Trinity is 

different. This concept was developed during the Council of 

Nicea~ 325 A.D.;, but in Coleridges definition of 

symbol~makin9 and symbol-percievin97 there is found the 

concept of unity and participation of all being. The way in 

which all beings partiCipate is the Colrid9~~n theory of

I ?ri~~ and Secondary imagination. _ 



Coleridge's th~ory of: 

"The Primary·lMAGlNATION (percieving symbols) is 

the living Power and Prime Agent of all Human. 

Perception and as a repetition in the finite mind 

of theeter"~l act of creation in the infinite I 

AM.. The secondary. Imagi.nation (symJbo1-making) I 

consider as an echo of the former, co-existing 

with the consc.ious will~ yet 5ti11 as identical 

with th~ primary in the kind of its agency, and 

di.ffe,rinjJ onl.Y. in degree, and in the mode .of its 

operation U (Sl, I, 202). 

Such participation with the inf in1to I Am is a l"'e1,igious 

act. But more precisely, it is an act of faith which is 

needed to comp,..e~end the "true un.ity of being". This act of 

faith. entai.ls a comitment of ·1:h8 whole self. 

Commitment, (covenant) is essential, in Co.leridg0>'s 

View, of theP union of a thinking and willing subject, (the 

mariner), with SOMeone or something outside.. itself', (God)" 

(Barth 12). The act of faith, that oomMitM*nt of the se~f 

within a relationship with the in~inite I AM, might be 

oonsidered to be sacraMental. 

A sacraMent is a rite which points to something beyond 

itself'. "It is an effacious sign; it actual.ly makes present 

what it represent~-~the 9rac~ of God, which is a share in 

the life of God M (Barth 13). Within the sacraMent, there is 

a union of subject and object; of God and man and it is 

through this sacrament that God impmrts.His Grace to man. 

http:actual.ly
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It ~s an invitat~on to participate ~n His Name and ~n H~s 

Power. Covenant through "SacralllD~nts", then, "are ultimately 

the human. mode of encounter with God" (Barth 14). 

One cr~tic of Coleridge'$,~he Rime of the Ancient 

Mariner8~ Mrs Barbauld, once ·complained that the poem 

'was impossible, and had no moral" (~asper 50). As I 

percieve it~ the Rime does ha~e a m~ral me$S8ge. It is a 

recapitulation of Ccleridge' concept of Orgmnic Unity or the 

u"One Life in poetic form rather than philosophic rh®toric. 

It is a message cf living one's life ~n unity with God and 

His creation; and manifesting that unity through symbolic 

actions. These actions often spea~ of the covenant in which 
. . /1 

we partake. In "The RiJMl of the Anci.en-t ~Iilri-n(ltr. thG 

spiritual j Gurney within that: covenant is mingled wi t-n hUiWan· 

weakness and sin; but it is also within" this covenant that 

we find forgiveness and rede~tion. 

======~~====---~~~========================================~======= 
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